I approach the topic of poverty from the perspective of a radical pragmatist. Eighty percent of my closest friends are ex-something, because I have worked most of my professional life in the Center for Neighborhood Enterprise, an organization I founded 34 years ago. Prior to that, I was involved in the Civil Rights Movement. Then in the 1960s, I was mugged by reality and joined the American Enterprise Institute (AEI). I went there to work with Peter Berger and Bob Nesbitt, who were studying the role of “mediating structures” or intermediary institutions like families, churches, and other voluntary associations. They asked me to go in-residence at AEI to write about these subjects from the perspective of a practitioner, someone on the front lines in low-income neighborhoods finding solutions.

I left the Civil Rights Movement in the late 1960s when I realized that a lot of poor blacks were the victims of a bait-and-switch game, in which we generalize about all the conditions of blacks and, as a result, the remedies help only those at the top who are well-educated. I find the same problem as we look at the issue of poverty as a whole.

We cannot generalize about poor people. I have identified four categories of poor people. There are those in Category One whose characters are intact but have who have no money because they have lost a job or a breadwinner has passed away. There are others in Category Two whose whose characters are intact but, as a result of our welfare system’s perverse incentives to stay single and unemployed, conclude that achieving is not worth it. In Category Three, there are people who are disabled and need help, though even in the disabled population, you have people who are discouraging their children to read because they will lose a $600 Supplemental Security Income (SSI) check. Finally, there are those
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in Category Four, individuals with character deficits who are poor because of the chances they take and the choices they make.\(^2\) Category Four concerns most of us. Those are the people that, given money and services, are injured by a helping hand.

When we generalize about the poor, we have problems finding solutions for poverty. People on the Left tend to look at all poor people as if they fall into Category One, while people on the Right tend to look at all poor people as if they fall into category Four. Therefore, we miss each other when considering remedies. The people in Categories One and Two use the system in the way it was intended, as an ambulance service, not a transportation system. They receive help, but then they move off. Applying the same remedies to Category Four, however, is disabling to those people.

It is also true that we did not associate poverty and pathology until the 1960s.\(^3\) The black community is often a moral barometer of the health of the nation. Yet, in ten years of the Depression, when the United States had a negative GNP and a nearly 25 percent unemployment rate\(^4\) and the unemployment rate in the black community was over 40 percent,\(^5\) the marriage rate in the black community was higher than it was in the white community despite times of economic deprivation and racism.\(^6\) In 1925 in New York City, 85 percent of black families had a man and


\(^6\) James H. S. Bossard, *Depression and Pre-Depression Marriage Rates: A Philadelphia Study*, 2 AM. SOC. REV. 686, 693–94 (1937) (“Black majority census tracts showed a 52.4% depression marriage rate whereas native-born-White majority census tracts and Irish majority tracts showed 28.2% and 26.3%, respectively. The Russian majority tracts showed a 45.4% depression marriage rate and the Italian majority tracts a 34.1% rate.”).
woman raising children. In stark contrast, in 2015, the black illegitimacy rate was close to 75 percent.

Fred Siegel’s book The Future Once Happened Here, from the Manhattan Institute, is very telling. He explained that radical liberal social activists in the 1960s concluded that one of the ways to reveal the moral shortcomings of capitalism was to flood the system with welfare recipients. In detaching work from income, and thereby diminishing men and the role they played as fathers, welfare dependency, drug addiction, and school dropouts would increase, ultimately “opening [the nation up] to radical change.” These policies, espoused by Carl Piven and others, were followed by government action to actually recruit people into the welfare system. These efforts lifted the stigma of welfare as social insurance and replaced it with the idea of “welfare rights,” and in the case of blacks, replaced it with the idea of reparations. Thus the black family and other families began to decline, followed by out-of-wedlock births and poverty.

The question that I want to address, but to which I do not often hear a satisfying answer, is: “What are the solutions?” When I read Robert Putnam, Charles Murray, Lawrence Mead, and other scholars, they are long on the analysis of the problem but short on the solutions. Thus, I would like to offer what I
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believe are solutions. We have the word “enterprise” in our name because we believe that the principles that operate in our market economy should operate in our social economy, and that our market economy is driven by entrepreneurship.

We recognize that the percentage of the people in our market economy are entrepreneurs is in the single digits, yet they generate 70 percent of the jobs. This is where all the imagination occurs. The iPhone, which accounts for around 60 percent of Apple’s income, did not exist nine years ago. Imagination and innovation drive our market economy. In our social economy,

murray-examines-the-white-working-class-in-coming-apart.html (reviewing CHARLES MURRAY, COMING APART: THE STATE OF WHITE AMERICA, 1960–2010 (2012)) (“You will learn about working-class laziness, but you will find little discussion of the decline of trade unions or the rise of a service economy built on part-time work without benefits.”). Mead’s work does not escape criticism, either. See Laurence E. Lynn, Jr., Book Review, 6 J. POL’Y ANALYSIS & MGMT. 451, 456 (1987) (reviewing LAWRENCE M. MEAD, BEYOND ENTITLEMENT: THE SOCIAL OBLIGATIONS OF CITIZENSHIP (1986)) (“[W]hen Mead urges that ‘somehow the rhetoric of equal rights that dominates federal politics must be turned around to justify equal obligations as well,’ the word ‘somehow’ reverberates like a knell. How?”).
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however, it is just the inverse. In our social economy, we can waste millions of dollars, even if it is well-managed by well-credentialed people, because we assume that certification is synonymous with qualification.22 And so our experts are those who study people and not those who produce outcomes.

In our market economy, almost 70 percent of all our pharmaceutical discoveries comes from untutored sources like the rainforests of Brazil, or the monks in Tibet who are seemingly inactive, yet produce results.24 Then smart people come along and see what these “unsmart” people do. We take their inventions, bring them here and market them. Consider the drug Reserpine. In the 1950s, researchers from Summit, New Jersey, went to Tibet and saw that the monks were using certain herbs to calm people after they went into religious frenzies. That was the foundation of sedatives.25 Thus, it is a common practice in our market economy to use untutored sources as a source of new knowledge.26

---

22. See Peter Cappelli, Skill Gaps, Skill Shortages and Skill Mismatches: Evidence for the US 51, (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 20382, 2014), http://www.nber.org/papers/w20382.pdf [https://perma.cc/MKN5-6HRD]. There are many important reasons for being concerned about education, but seeing it as the equivalent of skill is certainly a mistake. One of the unfortunate consequences of using education as the proxy for skill has been to see schools, the providers of education, as the mechanism for dealing with skill problems and leaving training and on-the-job experiences out of the story. Id.
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26. Inventors quite often receive inspiration from nature. For example, George de Mestral invented Velcro after he noticed the burrs sticking to his dog’s fur, and August Kekule noticed benzene’s ring structure after observing a snake chasing
At the Center for Neighborhood Enterprise, we recognize, as we do in a commercial economy, that most of the entrepreneurs in our commercial economy are “C” students, not “A” students.27 As the adage goes, the “A” students come back to the universities to teach, and the “C” students endow the universities with the money they have made.28 Generally, the “A” students like to have all the answers to all of their questions before they act, and when they are finally ready to act, an opportunity may be gone. “C” students, on the other hand, are able to act in the presence of doubts and uncertainties, and are willing to fail and try again.

This applies to what we do at the Center for Neighborhood Enterprise. We go into low-income neighborhoods.29 We do not do failure studies. We learn nothing by studying the failures of people, except how to create failure. If 70 percent of the families in these low-income neighborhoods are raising children that are dropping out of school, are in jail, or are on drugs, it means 30 percent are not. We go into those 30 percent of the functioning


27. That “A students work for C students” is an old, but popular, adage that seems to be gaining attention from entrepreneurs and parents concerned about their children’s education. See Sally Herigstad, Q&A: Why Robert Kiyosaki Thinks our Education System is a Bust, YAHOO! FIN. (Apr. 10, 2013), http://finance.yahoo.com/news/q-why-robert-kiyosaki-thinks-12000985.html [https://perma.cc/3YGG-BPZJ].


29. The website for the Center for Neighborhood Enterprise lists the following “Founding Principles”:

1) Low-income individuals and neighborhood-based organizations should play a central role in the design and implementation of programs to address the problems of their communities;

2) An effective approach to societal problems must be driven by the same principles that function in the market economy, recognizing the importance of competition, entrepreneurship, cost efficiency, and an expectation of return on investment; and

3) Value-generating and faith-based initiatives are uniquely qualified to address problems of poverty that are related to behavior and life choices.
households and locate the source of the knowledge and experience that is causing people to succeed and achieve in the midst of these toxic communities. Then we try to apply “Miracle-Gro” in terms of training and technical assistance, acting as venture capitalists. By going in and applying resources and information that enables them to take what works among the 30 percent, we can apply it to the 70 percent of those dysfunctional households, and work to improve them.

In 1973, in Washington, D.C., we worked with a group of residents in public housing in Kenilworth Park. Kimi Gray, a 19 year-old woman abandoned by her husband and left with five children, got off welfare in three years and sent all five of her children to college. Then she used her energy to take over the resident management of that property, helping to organize the residents. They formed the Resident Management Corporation, where they applied these principles. In the course of 12 years, 500 children from there went to college, welfare dependency went down, and these people found their strengths.

We studied that success, and then with former Congressman and Secretary of Housing and Urban Development Jack Kemp’s help, we held hearings to highlight these things that were working. Additionally, we had the housing rules changed so the residents could receive the money that the housing authority was receiving, so they could hire other residents. We saw drops in welfare dependency as well as dramatically reduced teen pregnancies because the residents’ indigenous leadership inspired people.
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The same thing happened in the Cochran Gardens public housing in St. Louis. For three months, 60 Minutes worked with us and did a 26-minute show on resident-managed public housing, reporting these successes. Like Kenilworth Park and Cochran Gardens, there have been dramatic islands of excellence that defy the norm. It is interesting, however, that not a single researcher on the left or the right of center has ever taken the time to find out why or how those places were succeeding or the implications for public policy. 60 Minutes could do it; PBS did a special on it, but not a single researcher has done it.

Therefore I am suggesting that if we want to know what works to reduce poverty in America, we must go into these islands of excellence that have been created by the people living there, try to find out what they have done that defies conventional wisdom, and then host conferences and conduct studies regarding the people who are successful. We should fill our conferences, not with people who have failed but people who have succeeded, and we should put microphones and research in front of them to try to tell us what works. Rather than always studying failure, we should ask, “What lessons can be learned from people suffering from the problem?”

George Bernard Shaw asked the rhetorical question, “Must then a Christ die in torment in every age to save those that have no imagination?” And Einstein said, “imagination is more important than knowledge.” What we are lacking in our search for solutions is not just tinkering with the economic incentives by providing work requirements and drug testing for people. We must understand that we need cultural change.

Charles Murray, in his book, says he believes that the upper classes have a moral obligation to offer examples and instruction of success in order to lead the working classes and the poor out of the wasteland of failure. All is not well,
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however, among the upper classes. Among the families living in Silicon Valley, the suicide rate among teenagers is five times the national average,\(^4\) and the median income is nearly $95,000 as of 2014.\(^4\) Eighty-seven percent of those families have two parents,\(^4\) yet their children are jumping in front of freight trains and jumping off bridges in record numbers.\(^6\) The same thing is happening in Plano, Texas.\(^7\) Heroin addiction deaths are occurring in New Hampshire and in Northern Virginia.\(^8\) So all is not well among the upper classes, and problems in all communities stem from more than monetary poverty. If some of the remedies to isolation and loneliness are similar to solutions that occurred in the low-income, toxic neighborhoods, perhaps low-income people can offer solutions to people in the upper classes as well. Perhaps we need to look for some new sources for a solution. And I contend, look among the broken if you want to be healed.

---
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